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	With Learn Sprite Kit for iOS Game Development, you'll discover how easy it is to create 2D games using the new Sprite Kit framework from Apple. You'll find how simple it is to create a scene, add animated sprites, incorporate edges, play sound effects, and create animated particles for special effects. You'll also use touch events to control your sprites, implement the built-in physics engine, handle sprite collisions and contacts, and much more.


	To help you in learning how to use all these cool features of Sprite Kit, you'll follow along as we build a complete 2D game for iPhone. By the time you finish the book, you'll have made your own 2D game, and you'll have learned all you need to know to get started on your next masterpiece.



	What you’ll learn

	
		How to add animated sprites to your game scene
	
		Using TouchEvents to have your sprite react to touch input
	
		How to apply realistic physics to your game scene and characters
	
		Handling sprite collisions and contacts with other game elements
	
		Adding game logic for sprite interaction, scoring, levels, and more
	
		Adding a second player and using GameKit



	Who this book is for


	Beginning developers who have some understanding of object-oriented programming as well as intermediate iOS developers who want to get up to speed quickly with Sprite Kit.
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	2. SKActions and SKTexture: Your First Animated Sprite
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	5. More Animated Sprites: Enemies and Bonuses


	6. Creating a Cast of Characters
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Business Expectations: Are You Using Technology to its Fullest?John Wiley & Sons, 2002

	A practical roadmap for developing successful e-business strategic plans


	E-Business Expectations provides a critical review of the process of evolving a product or service from prototype to practical technology. Written by renown expert on technology issues, this book provides business executives and managers...
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Windows Azure and ASP.NET MVC MigrationWrox Press, 2013

	Deciding to take the leap from one technology to another is a difficult one. You face the risk of improper implementation of the technology, which can cause performance issues. You also face possible impact to business logic, which can produce disruption to your customers and partners. Many core business processes were written many years ago and...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012

	Updated guidance on how to take advantage of the newest features of SharePoint programmability


	More than simply a portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and websites or hosting wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the SharePoint...
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Machinima: The Art and Practice of Virtual FilmmakingMcFarland, 2012

	Unlike traditional animation techniques that use specialized 3D animation software, machinima--a term derived from the words "machine" and "cinema"--records the action in real-time interactive 3D environments, such as those found in video games, to create a cinematic production. No longer solely the province of hard-core...
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Version Control with Git: Powerful tools and techniques for collaborative software developmentO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Although some familiarity with revision control systems will be good background
	
		material, a reader who is not familiar with any other system will still be able to learn
	
		enough about basic Git operations to be productive in a short while. More advanced
	
		readers should be able to gain insight into some of Git’s...
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Practical Virtualization Solutions: Virtualization from the TrenchesPrentice Hall, 2009
A few years ago, the idea of running multiple operating systems concurrently on the same computer captured the imagination of the computing industry. Virtualization became the hot buzzword and projects were launched to fulfill the dream.

With virtualization, you don’t need an extra computer every time you want to bring up a new...
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